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Disclaimer:

I am not an expert on the stat-mech

models I am going to talk about.
I am a high energy

theorist.

I study these theories because the

challenge some intuition about RG

flows in continuum field theories
that
I

have

Also I will not try to give all the rels.
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Summary:
· Ocul model as a loop model and the
structure of its critical points

· A puzzle with RG lows

· Logarithmic CETs, negative norm states,
Gootstrap and O(n) representations

(technical (

· Resolution of the puzzle

· New puzzle and some speculations
↳cbased on numerical data]



O(n) model 4

· We start by delining the Ocul model

on a honeycomb lattice for araitrary n.

· It has OCl symmetry (it can be

delined rigorously: Binder, Rychhor)
· each operator - irrep of OCn)
· products of op's-products of irreps
· preserved under RG

· The models are local but non-unitary
(not rellection - positive
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· In the continuum limit the model gives
rise to two families of CFT

"Abstract axis"
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· In this talk we locus on nez



n2 Jorus partition function known:
"

d
two branches

correspond to two cits

o
Polynomials of n

I

-multiplicity of primaries
~

- (qg)- Nun(n)Xun (9,9)
primaries

Nuntl = Dim (Rep. (O(U) (



· Some light scalar primaries and multiplicities

I D

·

see106 low
a very detailed understanding
of reps and multiplicities
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BRT Fixed Point

At n = 2 both theories approach the

C=1 BKT CFT (how this happens is subtle

Free boson R =1
E

0(2) x 0(2) symmetry

S =o/dx(e)-
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Operator spectrum is known. OPE's
calculable

ne + me

Vnin =e +

+ P(de,e
zo (n)-ZBKT

In particular, there are 5 marginal
operators in BRT: 0f 89 + 4 vertex

#of close to marginal Op's: seems smooth



↓

There is a puzzle:

O O

d S
E

This RG Flow puts constrabuts on OPE's

and there turns out to be no consistent

match or 5 operators to the BKT

spectrum
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Logarithmicity

In a non-unitary theory B
may

not

be diagonalizable. Instead it can

have a Jordan block structure:

x - (P C
In the symplest case this leads to

the following structure:



<AAL = LegIz
eBB) = 0 -zero form state

<BAL =- E2Δ

· We will use bootstrapt consistency of
nee limit to uncover this structure

in the O (n) model
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Let us study in details the currents

multiplet:
(0.1) (4,0)

Hn
- 1) 5' t (n

- 1) j'
↳Adj

Basic idea: 85 + 65 + 0

83-65=a3t = 0 i one globe
O(n) sqm

05 + OE = B (marginal operator 1]



this forms a more complicated rep called

"

"staggered modelle":
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to test this picture we use

analytic bootstrap.

Study 25559) correlator.

3 is degenerate at level 3: (or any
ni

n - z

m- 0

(there is the same anti-holomorphic equ.)

This
equ,

has a solutions, that depend
or hi'S
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We then look for the solution as a

series expansion in two channels;

5 9

O

I

·N
-

E= =3 10:&

I
E j
- (BPE)
I S

These equations allow to find the

free parameters in the equations.
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For a generie some solutions have

leg (z)'s -> this corresponds to

legarithmic multiplets
n-> 0

n -> 2

we lind, e.g. Xexs = m + 0 ()

x35a = I + 0(m)

XA5s = -E + 0(l)

critical Id O(n) model is logarithmic
for a genetic n
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Back to our puzzle. Let's delive
operators

4xB -A 4 = MB +A

24s4a) = EY (4,4z) = - "
24,42) =0 Cat leading order in j

reminders

eAA) = Leg(BAL =- E( BB) =0



We can also compute OPE's, 19

x
+, 5s

= Es to (re)

x4259 = 0((z) -> 42 decouples
from 5, 9
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In last, close to as there are more

than 5 close to marginal operators
"hiding":
E M(n)

p I
B

↑

M(w)

E +1,B - 42,4z

Mini = n(n- 1)"(n +2) =M+ (n) + M- (n)

duse quew dnoc
2 3 - I



We found a unique consistent decomposition
"

op M(n) = M + (n) + M-(n) :

M + (n) =.+TH1 -> 3
n -> 2

M
- (n) =A+ #F +- - x

n -> 2

5=0 +1 + H+

Is and M. (n) operators deceeple
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A(n) -> Asur + F
d

4r,M -
cA

Algebra or
all operators

ABKT is a closed subalgebra;

Ox0 -> 0

Ex0 - 0.0 E
A(x)

=zBkT =>

0x0 + 0,0
F =0
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· Now with all the operators included

the RG How is consistent!

· It has some interesting features...

· The most important conclusion is

that one "blue" operator is a

O(u) singlet (we call it S)

· This leads to the new puzzle
I known before, but not formulated
in this language)
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Summary:
VOCU) model as a loop model and the
structure of its critical points

VA puzzle with RG lows

VLogarithmic CETs, negative norm states,
Gootstrap and O(n) representations

(technical (

↓ Resolution of the puzzle

->New puzzle and some speculations
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· No tuning is needed in the UV to

reach the low-4 lixed point
· This seems to be true low many

non-intersecting lattice loop models

on various lattices I not just the RC from CFTarit)

-> studies non-integrable
versions

· the love is that
any

relevant singlet
coupling has to be tuned

...
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· No global symmetry is seen that

can protect generation of S:

1Asss = - EAss3 =-I no za

2) We only have all currents, so
no larger global symmetry that can
mixS with other "blue" operators
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· to me the puzzle remains open.

possible resolutions could be:

-
a Non-invertible categorical symmeting
under which S is charged and is not

⑳=8. +...

-o Quantwi group
structure which

protects S and that is not

broken by Co

(Fendley, Caleur, zamolodchihow 'gU)
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· At least some versions of the OCw)

model are invariant under the SLq(z)
symmetry (2cosq =n)

· I expect that in the continuum it

acts on the local operators in some

nonlocal way,
but still commutes withthe

·Likely, it is also responsible for degeneracies
of primaries inside M(n) and on the other

levels
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· Whatever the mechanism is it

-operate for a large class of loop models

without intersections and be broken by
intersections

-> be preserved under RG

-> remain in the continuum and distinguish
local operators & and S
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Conclusions

·We studied the critical points of 0()

model and RG Now between them

· We discovered that the model is

logarithmic for any (so is Potts for any
· n->2 limit is continuous, but happens in
an interesting way: more operators are in

the
game

than naively seems

· One of them is a relevant (in low-4) singlet
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↑he situations when singlet relevant
operators are not produced by RG
are very rare (I know two examples)
I think it is worth investigating such

examples both analytically and numerically
as thoroughly as possible.





>I and complex CRTs

Remember spectrum of operators:

↳
- En =d

We can analytically continue all OFT

dat a Lx
C
⑧

I-. - 3
-

-

· C
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